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PROGRAMMINGBY ANALOGY
Nachum Dershowitz *
Department or Computer Science
University or Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801

ABSTRACT
Analogy is one tool that automatic programming sys•
tems can use to learn from experience, just as programmers
do.
\',,e illustrate
how analogies between program
specifications can be used to debug incorrect programs,
modify existing programs to perform different tasks, derive
abstract schemata from given sets of cognate programs, and
instantiate schemata to solve new problems.
An analogy between the specification of a given program
and that of a new problem is used as the basis for modifying
the given program to meet the new specification. Debugging
is a special case of modification: if a program computes wrong
results, it must be modified to achieve the intended results.
For program abstraction, an analogy. is ~ought between the
specifications or the given programs; 1t may then be used to
transform an existing program into an abstract schema that
embodies the shared
technique.
By comparing the
specification or the derived schema with a given concrete
specificati or,._..nd formulating an analogy bet.ween ~hem, an
instantiation or the 5Chema may be round that yields the
desir ed concrete program.
Key terma: learning, analogy , automatic programming, program modification, debugging, abstraction, instantiation , program transformations, program schemata.

Analogy pervade, all our thinking, our everJd•r
,peecli and our trivial t:oneltuion, •• '°.eUu
arti,tit: wa111of ezpre11ion and Ille la,glaut
,cientific ac/liewmenf,.
-George Pot,•

1. INTRODUCTION

Programming begins with a ~pecili.cation or w~a~ t~e
envisioned program ought to do. It 1s the programme~• JO~ ta
to develop an executable program satisfying , t h~t SJ>:Cc1fic~t1on.
Yet, only a small fraction or a programmers time 1s typ1~a.lly
de voted to the creation or original programs ez nila~lo.
fia!.her, most of his effort is normally directed at debug~ng
incorrect programs, adapt ing known techniqu es to specific:
problems at hand, modifying existing programs to meet
amended specifications, extending old programs ~or e_x.pan.ded
capabilities, and abstracting ideas of general apphcab1hty into
"s ubroutine s."

•Th is research supported in part by the Nation.al Science Foundation
un der Grant MCS.70.048G7.

The goal of resear ch in "automatic programming " is to
formalize methods and strategies used by programmers so
that they may be incorporated in automatic, and interacti ve,
programming environments. In our view, program development systems should incorporate formal tools for transform·
ing and ·manipulating programs. In this paper, we illustrate
bow analogies might be used by such a system Cor that pur ·
pose.
The importance of analogical reasoning has been stressed
by many, trom Descartes to Polya . The use or analogy in
automated problem solving was proposed in [Kling71]. Other
works employing analogy
an implemen t in probl em solving
include (Brown7GJ,(McDermott 79], and {Winston80]. The use
of analogies to guide the modification or programs was proposed in {MannaWaldinger7SJ and pursued in [Dershowitz.
Mann_a77J
and (UlricbMoll77). .
Programmen improve with experience by assimilating
programming techniques that are encountered . and judiciously
applying the ideas learned to new problems. One way in
which knowledge can be applied is by modifying a known program to achieve some new goal. For example , a program that
uses the "binary-search " tec hnique to ~ompute square- root s
·might be transformed into one that divides two numbers . We
show how to modify programs by lint finding an analogy
between the specification or the exist ing program and that or
the program we wish to constru c t. This analogy is then u sed
as a basis Cor transforming the existing program to meet the
new specification. Program debugging is a special case or
modification: if a program computes wrong results, it must be
modified to achieve the intended results.

as

AD our program, are assumed to be annotated with an
ovlJ1111
•pecificelion (stating the desired relationship between
the input and output variables upon termination or the program), an in,-, ,peci/i,ctdion (defining the set of legal input s
on which the program is intended to operate), and in11ari11nt
a11erfion, (relations that are known to always hold at specific
points in the program (or the current values or variables)
demonstrating its correctness. The invariant assertions play
an important role in deriving analogies.
The idea that programs should be constructe d by a
series or transformations
has been widely promoted.
Modification differs from such transformations in that correct·
ness with respect to the original specification is not preserved .
What we want is Cor the resultant program to be correct with
respect to the tran,/ormed
specification.
Correctness·
preserving
transformations
and
specificat ion-changin g
modifications are thus complementary.
A 5<:enario or
computer-aided programming and debugging appeared in
[Floyd71J. The HACKER system [Sussman75f const ructed
programs by trying out alterna t ives and attempting to debug
them when necessar y; oth er knowledge-based or plan -based

,,
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debugging systems have been constructed,
as well.
!KatiManna75 J and [Sagiv76J describe debugging techniques
based-like our method-on invariant assertions.
Program modification is not the only manner in which a
programmer utilizes previously acquired knowledge. After
coming up with several modifications of his first "wheel," he
is likely to formulate for himself (and perhaps for others) an
abstract notion of the underlying principle and reuse it in
new, but related, applications. Program "schemata" are a
convenient form for remembering such knowledge. A schema
may embody basic programming techniques and strategies
(e.g. the "generate-and-test" pa,radigm or the "binary-search"
technique) and contains abstract, uninstantiated symbols, in
terms of which its specification is stated.
The abstraction of a set of concrete programs to obtain
program schema and the instantiation of abstract schemata
to solve concrete problems may be viewed from the perspective of modification methods. This perspective provides a
methodology for applying old knowledge to new problems.
Beginning with a set of programs sharing some basic strategy
and their correctness proofs, a program schema that
represents their analogous elements is derived. Preconditions
for the schema's applicability are derived from the correctness
proofs. The resultant schema's abstract specification may be
compared with a given concrete specification to suggest an
instantiation that yields a concrete program when applied to
the schema. If the instantiation satisfies the preconditions,
the correctness of the new oronam is naranteed.
·
To date there has been a limited amount of research 011
program abstractio11. The STRIPS system [FikesHartNilsson72) generalized the loop-free robo~ plans that it generated;
HACKER "subroutinized" and generalized the "blocks-world"
plans it synthesized, executing the plan to determine which
program constants
could be abstracted .
[Dershowitz.
Manna75) suggested using the proof of correctness of a program to guide the abstraction process; that idea was pursued
further in [Dershowitz81). [Gerhart75 ) and others have
advocated and illustrated the use of schemata as a powerful
programming tool. A collection of such schemata , along witla
a catalog of correctness-preserving program transformations ,
could serve as part of an interactive program-development
system .
a

In the following sections we trace the life-cycle of an
example program. The example illustrates some of the kinds
of transformations programs undergo and bow analogy can be
used as a guide. We begin with an imperfect program to
compute the quotient of two real numbers. After the program is debugged, it is madifed to approximate the cube-root
of a real number. Underlying both the division and cube-root
programs is the binary-search technique; by ab,tracting these
two programs, a binary-search schema is obtained. This
schema is then imtantiated to obtain a third program, one to
compute the square-root of an integer.

2 , DEBUGGING
Consider the problem of computing the quotient f of
two nonnegative real numbers c and d within a specified
(positive) tolerance c. These requirements are conveniently
expressed in the form of the following skeleton program:

p 1: besln comment rul-divmon 1pecifieotion
auert O~c<d , c>O
achieve lcfd-ql<c varyln1 9
end
The achieve statement,
achieve le/ d- ql< c vuyln1

q,

contains the output ,pecification which gives the relation
between the variables q, c, d, and c that we wish to be
attained at the end of program execution : the (absolute value
of the) difference between the exact quotient c / d and the
result q should be less than e. The clause varyln1 q indicates that of the variables in the specification, only q may be
set by the program; the other variables, c, d, and e, contain
input values that re!]lain fixed. The input ,puificatian
defines the set of inputs on which the program is intended to
operate. Assuming that we wish our program to handle the
case when the quotient is in the range Oto 1, that is when the
numerator e is smaller than the denominator d, the appropriate input specification is contained in the aaaert statement,
ueerl O~e~d . c>O,

attached to the beginning of the program. For the problem
at hand , we assume that no general real-division operator / is
available, though division by powers or two ("shifts") is per·
missible.
Now let us imagine that a programmer went ahead and
constructed the following program:
T2: besln comment 1u91e,tcd rcal-d ivm on program
8 2 : UHrt O~c<il, e>O
purpoH lc/d-ql<e
purpoM q~e/d <q+ ,, ,~ e
(9,•) := (0,1)
loop L 2: augeat q~c/d<q+,
uotll
purpoee q~c/d<q+
,, O<•<•L,
If d·(q+ ,)~c then q := q+, 8

,~c

':= •/2
repeat
•u1.-t
9~c/d<q+
E 2 : auaest le/d-ql<c
end

The purpose

a,

•Se

statement,
purpoee le /d-qj< e,

is a comment describing the intent of the code following it.
The statement
au1pet

lc/d-qj<c

contains the programmer's contention that the preceding code
actually achieves the desired relation, i.e. the relation
le/d-ql<c
holds for the value of f when control reaches the
end of the program. The comment
purpoee q5:_c/d<q+ ,, •Sc

indicates that the programmer's intention is to achieve the
desired relation lc/d-qj<c
by achieving the subgoals
q Se/ d Sq+ , and , Sc . Achieving these relations is sufficient
for lc/4-rl<c to hold. For this purpose the programmer
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constructed an iterative loop intended to keep the first relat ion invariantly true while making progress towards the
second. The suggested invariant is contained in the statement
1uggeat q'5:c/d<q+

8

at label L 2• The goal of the loop body is
purpoae q'5:c/d<q+

a, O<,<•t,•

where ei denotes the value of the variable , when control
1
was last at the label L 2 • This means that the value of, is to
be less than it just was at the head of the loop . The two
loop-body statements are accordingly repeated (zero or more
times) until the test ,Se becomes true, at which point the
loop will be exited.
We know what the above program was intended for, and
we know that it does not always fulfill those intentions . However, bef~re we can debug it, we need to know more about
what it actually does. This can be accomplished by examin ing the code and annotating the program with the discovered
invariant relations (see [DershowitzManna81]).
It is not
difficult to derive the loop invariant d·q $ c < d ·( q+ 2·• ). This
remains true when the loop exit is taken; along with the exit
test , Se, it implies that upon termination the output invariant lc/d-qj<2 ·e holds. Note that the desired relation
ic/d-qj<e is not implied.
Now that we know something about what·the program
does, we can try to debug it. Our task is to find a correction
that changes the actual output invariant
uaert ic/d - qj<2·e

to the desired _output invariant
1u1aeat lc/d-ql<e .

We go. about this by first loolcing for a way to transform the
actual invariant into the desired one; we ·then try to apply the
same transformation to the program, hopefully correcting the
error thereby. Accordingly, we would like to find an analogy
between the actual output invariant and the desired
specification; we write
lc/d - ql<2·e

~

jc/d-gj<e.

The obvious difference between the two expressions is that
where the first has 2·e , the second has just e. So, we can
reduce the analogy to siinply
2·e

~

e.

We can, therefore, transform the insufficient lc/d-qj<2·e into
the desired lc/d-ql<e by replacing e with e/2, i.e. by applying the transformation e ~ e/2.
So far we know that the transformation e=:» e /2, applied
to the output invariant lc/d - qj<2·e, yields the desired output
specification lc/d-ql<e.
That same transformation is now
applied to the whole annotated program . The symbol e
appears once in the program text: the exit clause , Se accordingly becomes , '5 e/2. The symbol also appears four times in
the invariants;
for example, the input assertion e >0 '
transforms into e/ 2> 0 which is equivalent to e >0 . The
transformed program is

P1: begin comment real - divi8ion program
8 1 : auert 0$c<d , e>O

purpose le/ d-ql< e
purpc.•• q'5:c/d<q+Z ·s , 2·a $e
(q,1) ·= (0,1)
loop L 1 : auert d ·q$c<d ·(q+ 2·,)
untU 1'5:e/2
purpose q$c/d<q+
2·, , 0<,<•i,

lfd·(q+•)'5c
8

:=

then f := q+, ft

,12

repeat
aaaert q$c/d<q+
2·,, 2·1'5:e
E 1 : a1aert lc/d- qj< e
end

(We have also changed the program's purpose statements to
reflect reality.) It can be shown that a transformation such as
~=:» e/2 pr~serves the relation between the program text and
1Dvariants, 1.e. the transformed assertions are invariants of the
transformed program.

3. MODIFICATION
Consider the following specification:
Q3: begin comment cube-root spe cific ation
auert o~O . e>O
achieve ia 1/ 3- rj<e varyln1 r
end

We would like to use the corrected real-division program as a
basis f?r the construction of the specified program for
computmg cube-roots. (We assume, of course, that the cuberoot oper~tor i_sno, primitive.) To this end , we first compare
the . spe~1fica.t1o~s ~f- . the two programs.
The output
spec1fica.t1onof tae d1v1s1onprogram is
uaert ic/d-ql<e,

while the output specification of the dellired program is

141/ 3_,I< e varylni

achieve

r.

The obvious analogy between the two is

'

c/d

i.e. where the former specification has q, the other has , , and
where. the former has c/d , the other h~·
a 1/3• ·one way to
obtain a cube-root program from the divisio
· ·
the transformations
n program is via
I/

u/v
C

~

r

~

111/ 3

~

4,

where by u/v~u1 /s we mean that every occurrence or the
(genera.I) divi~ion operator / is replaced by the cube-root
o_perator applied to what was the numerator. Tra.nsforma, thions that mvolve specific functions such as division are not
owever • guarant cc d t o y1e
· Id a correct program , since' the
·
pro-'
gbram may be based on some property that holds for division
· roots. Such transformations are heuris-'
.ut .not for ex t ract1Dg
t: ID nature; they only suggest a possible analogy between
t e two programs. Indeed, when applied to the division program P1 we get a ~rogra.m that compute s a /d , not 4 1/3.
What must be done ID such cases is to review the derivation
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or the program, expressed by the programmer in purpoH
state ments, and see where the analogy breaks down.
The purpose of the division program wu lc/d-tl<e
which transformed into l•'''-rl<e u desired. The programmer achieved lc/d-ql<e by breakins it into the subsoals
given in the statement
purpoae q:Sc /d< f+ 2·,, 2-t:Se,
part of which became the exit test for the loop and part
became a loop invariant. These subgoals transform into
1

purpoN r:S• ''<r+2·,,

2·1:Se,

which indeed imply the transformed goal l•'''-rl<e. The
purpose of the loop body of the division program wa.,

4. ABSTRACTION
At this point , we h~ve two programs, P 1 for finding quotients and Q 3 for findi~g cube-roots. Both programs utilize
t he binary-search technique. It would be nice i1 one could
extract an abstract versjon of the two prop-ams that captures
the essence of the techn ~que, but is not specific to either problem. The resultant abstract program schema could be used as
a model of binary searc~ for the solution of future problems.
For this purpose , c1onsider the complete analogy that we
found between the specifications of P 1 and Q 3 :

~

.

u/ ~
C

purpoae

1 3
,-5:..
/ <,+2 ·,,

O<•<•i,·

At this point the division prop-am introduces a conditioual
with the
purpoee q'5:.c/d<q+,

f

u/ 11

U 'II

~

which is applied to the conditional test.
There remains one problem: a transformed program can
only be expected to satisfy the output specification for those
inputs t hat satisfy the transformed input specification. In our
case, we can solve this if we can find an alternative manner
by which to initialize the invariant r:S• 1''<r+ 2·• prior to
entering the loop. To achieve the subgoal r :Sa 113, we can let
r=O.
Then to achieve a113 <r+2·1-2 ·1, we can let
•=(a+ 1)/2. (This requires additional knowledge about cuberoots.) The complete cube-root program is:
Q3 : bealn comm-t

real cu6e-rool pro1ram

8 3: auert • ~O, e >O
(r,,) :- (O,(a+ 1)/2)
loop L 3: auert r-5:.•'''<r+ 2·•
until, '5:.e /2
If (r+ ,)3:50 then,:r+, 1l
• :=-

E 3:
-d

'/2

repeat
1
auert 111
/s_rl<e

u1/3
G

"'·

Since both u / 11 and ,) , are functions , we try to generalize
them to an abstract function 'l(u,11). Similarly the generaliza3 is ai other function 6(u,11). Both 9 and ,
tion of 11·11and 11
are output variables and are generalized to an abstract output
variable z; the input variables c and • are generalized to an
a_bstract input variabl ~ :r. This gives the (ollowing set of
transformations for generalizing the divisiou program:

and halves , .
It is here that the analogy breab down. The division
program achieves the above purpose in two cases, by testing if
d·(q+ 1)'5:.c or not . For example, if d ·(t+ 1)'5:.cdoes not hold,
then c / d < q + , , a., desired. On the other hand, the fact that
d·(r+ •)'5:.o does not hold in the cube-root program tells noth•
ing about a113 <r+ 1 ; We look, therefore, for a transformatioa
that makes d·(r+ •)>• imply • 1 "<r+ ,, or the equivalent to
a<(r+ ,)3. Matching what we have with what we want tell,
us that the implication would hold if we could transform
d ·( r + , )~ (r + , )3 • Thus, where the division program has the
3• We complete
function u ·11,the cube-root prop-am requires 11
t he analogy by adding the transformation

,

4'+
4'+

u-C ~

purpoee q'5:.c/d<q+2·1, O<•<•i,·
In other words, the loop body reachieves the innriant while
making progress towards the exit test by decreuing ,. The
loop-body subgoal of the transformed prop-am, then, is

~

=>

+

z

,(u,11)
:r

{(U,11)•
Applying th:

: j n;:~:~:;;~v:;::s;ecification
1

or the division program !yields

1'7(:r
,d)-zl< e var)'lnS

achieve

z.

This will be the abst ract output specification of t he schema .
Substituting the abstract functions ,'T and 6 into their respec·
tive positions in the di~ision program P 1, does not, however ,
result in a schema that will work for all instantiations of "1
and 6. This is because /the original program relied upon (acts
specific to multiplicat ion and division. We must therefore
determine under what conditions the abstract schema does
achieve its specifications .
To begin with, the transformed initialization assignment
does not achieve the desired loop invariant . We therefore
replace the loop initialization with the subgoal

I

achieve c5(d
,z )~z<6(d,z+ 2-1) vaeylns :,, ,

leaving-for the time being at lea:it-the specifics of how to
initialize the loop invkiant unspecified. For the loop-body
path to be correct, the truth of the invariant must imply that
the invariant will hold next time around; this can easily be
shown to be the ca.,e Jror any function 6. For the loop-exit
path to be correct, we must have that the loop invariants,
plus exit test, imply that the output invariant holds. For this
to be the ca.,e, it suffices to establish the condition
((w,u)'5:.11iii •'5:."1(11
,111
).

I

In this manner , we have derived a general program
schema for a binary search for the value of 'l(:r,d) within a
tolerance e:
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li(w,u)

S 4 : begin comment bin11r11-1earc/l 1cllema

B 4: uaerl e>O, 6(w,u):S11= u'.5"1{11,w)
achleve 6(d,z):S:i:<6(d,z+ 2·1) var;yln1 z,,
loop L 4: -rt
6(d,z):S:i:<6(d,z+2·•)
until , :Se /2
lf 6(d,z+ 1)$:i: then z := z+, 1l
• :=

•/2

Applying the instantiation mapping to the schema, we obtain
the partially written program:
R 6 : begin comment incomplete integer ,qua re-root program
B 6: uaert aEN

until 1 :S 1/2
lf (z+ 1)2:Sa then z

end

or

course,· for this schema to be executable, the function 6
appearing in it must be primitive; otherwise, it should be
replaced. Similarly, the unachieved subgoal
achieve 6(d,z):S:i:<6(d,z+ 2·1) var:rlnl z,,
must be reduced to primitives.

5. INSTANTIATION
The binary-search schema just derived from the division
program may be applied to the computation of the square
root of an integer. The goal is to construct a program that
finds the integer square-root z of a nonnegative integer a:
R~: begin comment integer ,quore-root

1pecific11tion

&Hert oEN
achleve z=L
end

ra J var:r1n1 z

where the function LuJ yields the largest integer not greater
than u.
We cannot directly match this goal with the output
specification of the schema
h(z,d)-zl<e

var;yln1 z.

However, if we expand the goal z-L Fa J, using the definition
of LuJ, we get the equivalent goal
achieve z $VO <z+ 1, zEZ var;yln1 z

(where Z is the set of all integers), i.e. z should be the largest
int eger not greater than ./i. Since we know that the schema
achieve s the two output invariants
uaert

z:S"f(:i:,d)<z+ e,

we can compare these invariants with tlie above goal. This
suggests the transformations
"l(u,11)

~

'1/U

:,: +

II

t

I

+

to achieve z :S ./i < z+ 1. In addition, we will have to extend
the program to ensure that the final value of z is a nonnegative integer .
The precondition for the schema's correctness is
uaert

e>O, 6(w,u)$11

= u'.51(11,w);

instantiating it yields
aaert

u2 •

achleve z 2 :Sa<(z+ 2·1)2 var;rln1 z,,
loop
L 6: uaert z2 $a<(z+ 2·,) 2

repeat
E.: aHert h(z,d)-zj<e

auert

~

l>O . cl(w,u)'.511e u:5../v.

This condition may be satisfied by taking l(w,u) to be u'.
This completes the analogy, and suggests the additional
transformation

, :=

:=

z +, ft

•/2

repeat
aaaert 1./i -zj<I
achleve z EZ protectln1 z :S./i
end

< z+ I

var;yln1 z

This program still contains two unachieved subgoals. The
first can be achieved by assigning (z,1) := (0,(a+ 1)/2). For
the second, we may perturb the current value of z just
enough to make it an integer. (The protecting clause means
that the relation z :S./i < z + 1, achieved by the instantiated
schema , should not be clobbered when achieving the additional goal zEZ .) This can be done by assigning
ll

rz12s11

then z :=

rzl

else z

:=

LzJ ft.

An alternative approach to completing the above program IS
to insist t hat zEN hold throughout execution of R ·5 • This is
the avenue pursued , for example, in the "structured programming" derivations in (Dijkstra76 ) and (B1ikle78).
6 . DISCUSSION

There are a few problems inherent in the use of analogies
for program modification and abstraction.
These include
"bidden" analogies, "misleading" analogies, " incomplete"
analogies, and "overzealous" analogies'. Hidden analogies
arise when given specifications (of the existing program and
desired problem in the case of modification , and of the two or
more existing programs in the case of abstraction) that are to
be compared with one another have little syntactically in
common. Since the pattern-matching ideas that we have
employed are syntax-based, when the specifications are not
syntactically similar, the underlying analogy would be hidd en.
In such a situation it is necessary to rephrase t he
specifications in some equivalent manner that brings their
similarity out, before an analogy can be found. This is clearly
a difficult problem in its own right; in general some form of
"means-end" analysis seems appropriate.
At the opposite extreme, a syntactic analogy may be
misleading.
The same symbol may appear in the
specifications of two programs , yet may play .nonanalogous
roles in the two programs. Two programs might even have
the exact same specifications , but employ totally different
methods of solution. Situations such as these would be
detected in the course of analy zing the correctness conditions
for the abstracted programs.
Knowing how a program was constructed can help avoid
overiealously applying transformations to unrelated parts of a
program. We have aeen how the program derivation also
helps complete an analogy between two programs, only part
of which was round by a comparison of specifications.

'
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